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Publicness is the basic attribute of the Universities, which depends on the 
universities’organizational nature of educational institution,knowledge 
institution,national institution. But some new appearances along with the 
organizational change of university, is changing the implementation path of the 
publicness and challenge for its implementation, for example,national funding ratio of 
public universities decreases and the tuition level enhances unceasingly, 
commercialization of knowledge and unequal distribution of higher education 
opportunity.As the basic attitude, the university publicness is the sources of legitimacy 
for university development. Therefore, in this context, it is the key to assure the 
university publicness and building the foundation of the sources of legitimacy to 
research on the university publicness changing and the relation between university 
organization changing and university publicness, and build the implementation of the 
university publicness. 
This research based on public domain theory, public organization theory and 
public goods theory,combining with the particularity of higher education organizations 
and activities, puts forward that the publicness of university contains organizational 
publicicness and knowledge publicicness.The university publicness is the university’s 
organizational attributes and characteristics its openness,participation and sharing.The 
publicness of the organization is achieved by the "public interest" of the University; 
The publicness of knowledge is achieved by the dissemination and innovation of 
knowledge.The former reflects the publicness of different types of university;The latter 
reflects the publicness of different function-favoured university. According to the 
framework of university publicness, this study explores the evolution of the university 
publicness from two perspectives,one is government intervention ,and the other is the 
publicness of different type of university。 
Under the dual effects of social transformation and institutional transition, 















reconstruction of binary publicness system.And then the university publicness is under 
the way to form a composite morphology of the two element mechanism。Through the 
empirical research of Chinese university publicness,we suggest that the change of 
government interventionhas changed the practice path of university publicness,the 
emergence of new universities have also expaned the way to implement knowledge 
publicness of the university.Firstly,Public finance is the key factor to affect the level of 
university publicenss and the increasing tuition and fee does not hinder implementing 
the university publicness. And the changing of publicness of Government HEIS show 
the tendency of U mode, which is accordance with the changing of public finance 
incomeand. And the changing of tuition and fees income have little affect on the 
changing of the university publicness.The publicness of regular Non-government 
HEI(RNG HEIs) has showed off because of the increasing public finances 
input.Secondly,the growth of the higher education oppurtuty contributes to scale 
expantion of Higher Vocational Colleges(HVC) or Regular Non-government HEIs. 
HEIs Offering Degree Programs(HEIs ODP)is still HVC the main provider,butBegins 
to increase gradually; and the Tertiary Vocational(TV) and the Independent 
Institutions(II) much more contribute to the higher education supply of the normal 
courses and the short-cycle courses. And their publicness indexes grow very fast. In 
addition, the RNG HEI publicness also increases but much more slowly than the 
publicness of TV and II。Thirdly, the publicness of research is growing. Finance fund 
increases fast and more and more patients and indentations are produced。The outcome 
of research is different from others. The research shows that government intervention 
is the key factor to assure of theuniversity publicness in China, and the most important 
way of government intervention are public finance and public policy. The ratio of the 
tuition and fee income grows a little, but it made little impact on the change of the 
university publicness. And with the differentiation of university type, the level of 
university publicness and the mode of practices of university publicness are much 
more different among different types of university. 
Through the investigation of the West university publicness evolution, we found 















university publicness system is also realized in the process of government intervention 
change and the functional system’s improvement.Market forces become the important 
factors that affect the evolution of the west university publicness。Through the 
investigation of the American University, we find that public university is the major 
supplier of higher education in the United States, and the index of knowledge 
publicness of the public university is higher than the private university. Because the 
number of the private university increases more fast than the public university, the gap 
of the publicness index between the private university and the public university 
become more and more narrow；In addition，the ratio of Government funding for the 
public and private university  has resulted in a decrease, the ratio of tuition fee began 
to increase。Following these changing, the organization publicness of university begins 
to decreasing。Although the market forces have expanded the practice path of the 
university publicnss, but the marketization of scientific research in American 
university highlights the trade value of knowledge, will be a threat for university 
publicness implementation. 
In view of the stage characteristics that the current university publicness present, 
combining with the experience and enlightenments from the evolution of the West 
university publicness, This study suggests that University publicness implementation 
mechanisms need to design systematically, according to the characteristics of the 
different types of universityand the degree of its publicness. This systematic design 
contains three key parts, setting up the classification standards of public and private 
HEIs, improving the standard of public finances, adjusting the structure of higher 
education opportunity supply of different types of universities. 
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